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General Observations Week 4, 2011 Season 

By James Hawley, National Referee, AYSO Region 64 

Purpose: To provide feedback  to maintain a high level of service and professionalism to our teams and 

spectators 

1-Ceremonial Entrance by the Referee Team- 

I recently worked with some fairly experienced referees who didn’t know or had a vague acquaintance 

with the ceremonial entrance.  I have always felt that the way you handle yourself prior to the match, is 

about as important as how you handle yourself during the match.  This is an opportunity to present 

yourself in the highest possible light, of competence, and demeanor.  It fills your emotional “gas tank”, 

as we have heard the coaches fill the “emotional gas tank” of their players.  It’s also what we start with.  

As the game progresses, spectators, players, and coaches, may question your decisions.  You will need 

that something extra, because at the end of the game, in the last few minutes, during a critical decision, 

you need everything you have, to sell your call.  Coming to a game emotionally and physically 

unprepared can take away from your competence.  Mud puddles, lost game cards, late arriving players, 

problems of all kinds, can really try your referee team, especially as you are trying to maintain a 

schedule.  You’ll need a boost, and this is it.   

The ceremonial entrance helps sell you and your referee team, and  is diagrammed below. The field is 

inspected (Law 1), the teams are checked in and their equipment inspected (Law4), the subs have been 

checked in (Law 3).  The coin toss has been done, the players are in position.  The referees the leave the 

field momentarily.   In the entrance, the referee team (Law 5 and 6) enters from the mid-field.  Each 

carries a ball (Law 2), the ARs carry their flag, furled.  They perform the three way handshake, and the 

ARs sprint to their respective goals, inspect the nets, put the spare balls to the side of the nets, and then 

sprint to their positions on the touch line at the 2LD, after going around the corner flag.  The ARs count 

the players, and when they are satisfied the game should start, unfurl their flags, and place their fingers 

over their watch buttons.  The referee acknowledges them, and when both teams are ready to play,  

the referee starts the game with a whistle, but a verbal or mechanical gesture also works.  It’s a good 

way to start a match at both the start and the 2nd half.  
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2-Volleyball?  

Last weekend I was the referee in a U16G match in another area and region.  The home team gave us 3 

like balls, suitably pumped up, and we proceeded throughout the first half with these balls.  Entering the 

2nd half, I noticed the linear markings of a volleyball.  The coach had given us 3 volleyballs!  We got them 

replaced with soccer balls that met the intention of Law 2.  The balls were marked as “footballs” with a 

size designated.  The exact wording is supposed to be “FIFA approved, FIFA inspected, or International 

Matchball Standard”, but I didn’t see that, but none the less, these looked like soccer balls, and they 

were marked size 5.  The stitching was the alternating pentagons and hexagons.  One of the balls had 

overlapping triangular panels, but denoted it was size 5.  It wasn’t exactly correct, but we went with it.   

 

AYSO is a member of USSF, and USSF is an affiliate of FIFA, so we have agreed as an organization to 

abide by FIFA rules, which includes the size, and markings, of soccer or footballs.   

 

Standard Soccer Ball (left)   World Cup 2010 Ball, (center), Volley ball (right) 
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